
1.  Mark signs that fall between staves (like dynamics, techniques, ritards, 
and the like) closer to where they’re reading.  This especially helps ringers 
reading in the high treble or low bass.  Understand what markings apply 
to their note stems, and which apply only to other parts.  Also mark 
dynamics after a page turn.  That way, if you isolate and teach just that 
page, no one has to look back to check the dynamics still in effect.

2.  Ringer setup notes:  How many times have you had to 
stop rehearsal while someone fetches chimes or mallets needed 
in the passage you just reached?  Or you hear wrong notes 
because the key signature called for F# and someone is ringing 
F natural? You are responsible for ensuring your part of the 
instrument is complete before rehearsal begins.  A good way for 
ringers to check that is by creating ringer setup notes.  At the 
top of each piece of music, ringers can write:

•Which bells they’re responsible for, underlining the bells they 
start with and the order the bells are in on the table.  
•Which chimes they’re responsible for  
•Which mallets they should have at their station  
•Any duplicate bells, small percussion, or other equipment 
needed 

3.  Bell changes:  There’s a saying - never let a note surprise 
you.  Change bells the last time you play a bell, not the first time 
you play the new bell.  Mark an X below the note stem, or next 
to the notehead, to indicate the change.  Write which bell to 
pick up only if it isn’t obvious from the context.  For example, a 
ringer putting down F natural will almost always pick up F#.   
In the example below, the D5 ringer will change between D and 
D# after completing the value of the note.  The ringer will need 



to set down D# to prepare for D natural in the last measure 
shown below:

"
Sometimes you can draw an arrow down beside the note and 
make a note of what bell you will pick up next.  Don’t rely on 
memory.  Never works.

Use the same notation when changing to chimes, and when setting down a 
bell to pick up mallets.

Repeats:  Lines extending from the section breaks 
surrounding repeats draw your eyes quickly to the navigation.   
If you have a long way to loop back, especially to another page, 
write the measure number you’re returning to:



"

Watch box:  Just when the music turns hairy, you need all 
eyes on the director.  Isolate these sections by drawing a watch 
box:



"
Ringers memorize the part inside the box and watch the director lead the 
ritard and return to a tempo.  When they look back at the music, the 
rightmost edge of the box guides their eyes to where they resume playing.
High treble doubling:  Mark an arrow to alert you to pick up a 
second bell an octave higher (D7 in the example below):

"
For passages in ledger lines you find hard to read, underlining your part 
may help:

"
Learning correct notation will help ringers remember how to set up 4-in-
hand parts:



"
Other markings:  If you need to pick up a bell with the 
“wrong” hand, for example while weaving or to start a solo/
ensemble phrase, mark lh or l for left hand and rh or r for right 
hand.  Use lower case to avoid confusing r with R (meaning 
ring).  On tricky page turns, note when you turn the page and 
with which hand.  At the bottom of the page, pencil in your first 
note after the page turn.

Ringers should also mark any interpretive signs the director requests, like 
breath marks, additional fermatas, etc.   Don’t make the mistake of thinking 
you can remember all these.  Amateurs rely on memory; professionals 
write things down.  Your prompt compliance will allow the director to 
move forward in every rehearsal, instead of repeating the same 
instructions.

When playing multiple pieces back-to-back, as in a concert, put a post-it 
note at the end of the last page reminding you what happens next.  That’s 
especially helpful if bell choir pieces are interspersed with other offerings, 
like a choral piece or solo.
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